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2.1.3 SUBSTITUTE - A player who is appointed to take the place of a team member who 

is unavailable to play at any time (including the first end of any game), for a reason 

accepted by the Controlling Body. Must take the position of the player they are 

substituting for, EXCEPT skip.  A sub cannot be used to replace someone playing 

in another event unless it is a recognised national, state event or ERBR event.    

A sub is a temporary player in the team. 

 
2.1.4 REPLACEMENT - A player who is appointed to take the place of a constituted 

player who is physically incapable or otherwise prevented from taking further part 

in any end (after the first round) for a reason accepted by the Controlling Body.  

The replacement player becomes a constituted member of the team.  

A replacement is a permanent player in the team and can play skip 

 

ALL SUBS/REPLACEMENTS MUST BE APPROVED BY THE CONTROLLING BODY 
 

CONSTITUTION OF TEAMS P 116 

2.3.1 A team shall become constituted when the jack is rolled in the first end of the first 

game to be played by that team 

2.3.2 Players receiving forfeit cannot be sub or replacement players 

2.3.3  If a team player becomes unavailable or incapable of playing, the controlling 

body may authorise the use of one sub and/or one replacement player 

 

SUBSTITUTE 

2.1.3 Substitute can replace at any time including  the first end of any game, for a 

reason accepted by the controlling body. 

2.4.1 Only 1 sub allowed per team at any one time.  

2.4.5 Sub cannot be skip 

 

DEFINITIONS P115 

2.2 TEAM NOMINATIONS can be changed before first round commences and any 

role can be filled.  Any withdrawn player before first round is regarded as not 

having entered the competition, and can act as a sub or replacement player for that 

or another team.  

2.1.4 REPLACEMENTS take place of a CONSTITUTED player AFTER 1ST 

ROUND who can take no further part.  

2.4.9 If a REPLACEMENT player is used in a pairs game, then a sub is only permitted 

to take the place of the replacement player and the original team member must be 

skip.  Otherwise no sub allowed.   

2.5.1 Only one replacement player allowed in a team, and when approved by the 

controlling body, becomes a constituted player. 

2.5.2 Replacement players must be chosen from available "eligible members" and when 

approved by the controlling body, can play any position including skip.    

2.5.3 Constituted players are ineligible to act as replacements or substitutes.   

 


